Bondage, exciting costumes and hot adventures are becoming increasingly popular. After the great success in 2017, we are looking forward to the special Kinky section on the 22nd VENUS!

At the upcoming VENUS selected shows will inspire the visitors and give the exhibitors the space to reach the consumers in a unique way. Whether burlesque, fetish, BDSM or unusual fashion creations: The Kinky VENUS offers something for everyone. On two floors a unique atmosphere lets all guests and trade visitors immerse themselves in another world. Do you have questions about the stand space or do you want to show your products and services on stage? Then just contact us.

TARGETED COMMUNICATION AND MARKETING
In the next issue, Kinky VENUS, own an industry-recognized testimonial will also be the face of the Kinky VENUS. That way we can together achieve stronger advertising effects in the scene and beyond. Own posters, flyers as well as preliminary reports on highlights and shows of the exhibitors provide even more attention.

EXCITING VARIATION
Make the Kinky VENUS 2018 a unique experience with us! Show both the scene and non-BDSMers how diverse and exciting Kinky can be.
REGISTRATION FORM

KINKY – ONLY BOOTH SPACE

☐ VARIABLE STAND SIZE

WIDTH

×

DEPTH

= QM

REGULAR 135 € / QM

EARLY BIRD PRICE 97 € / QM

KINKY – FAIR CONSTRUCTION

BERRY DIEKMANN | MILL MUSIC B.V. | INFO@MILL-MUSIC.NL | T 0031 314 327 170

KINKY – SPONSORING

☐ BASIC

// LOGO ON THE BANNER IN THE VENUS PALAIS HALL

// LOGO IN THE SPONSORING AREA ON THE KINKY VENUS HOME PAGE

// 20 DAY TICKETS FOR VISITORS

// LOGO ON THE BANNER/WEBSITE AT ACCOMPANYING EVENTS

PACKAGE PRICE 1,200 €

☐ PLATIN

// LOGO ON THE BANNER IN THE VENUS PALAIS HALL

// LOGO INTEGRATION ON THE KINKY VENUS STAGE

// LOGO IN THE SPONSORING AREA ON THE KINKY VENUS HOME PAGE

// 60 DAY TICKETS FOR VISITORS

// LOGO ON THE BANNER/WEBSITE AT ACCOMPANYING EVENTS

// INTEGRATION IN PRESS RELATIONS CONCERNING THE KINKY VENUS

PACKAGE PRICE 5,000 €

EXHIBITOR INFORMATION

COMPANY NAME

MANAGING DIRECTOR

CONTACT PERSON

STREET/NUMBER

POST CODE/CITY

COUNTRY

TELEPHONE NUMBER

FAX

E-MAIL

WEBSITE

TAX ID NUMBER

☐ YES, WE ARE LOCATED IN A MEMBER STATE OF THE EU.

☐ WE CERTIFY THAT WE ARE REGISTERED AS A COMPANY AND RECEIVE THE SERVICES OF OUR COMPANIES.

COMPANY STAMP

AND SIGNATURE

All prices are exclusive of VAT. We acknowledge all points of the conditions of participation and general terms and conditions of VENUS Berlin GmbH, see www.venus-berlin.com.

CITY, DATE